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Overview

In the last decade, there has been an increase in research pertaining to the specific needs
lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) communities. The results of much of this
research pint to overwhelming and indisputable evidence that points to the health disparities
experienced by LGBT peoples. As the social determinants of health illustrate, the health of
individuals and communities is determined by factors other than genetic makeup or
Individual characteristics and behaviors. These factors are predominately determined by an
array of interrelated factors – such as employment condition, income, education, housing,
social support networks, sexism, and racism – which are shaped by political, economic, and
social forces. That is, the inequities experienced and the conditions under which people live
and work are systematically constructed by social norms, policies, and practices that
reproduce unfair access to, and distribution of, money, power, and resources. These
differences are compounded by the multiple intersecting ways in which these elements come
together and construct individual identities in ways that advantage some and disadvantage
others.



Overview	cont…
To improve the health of all Canadians and promote heath equity1, we must look beyond the
biological and behavior determinants of health to critically examine and address the ways in
which current health policies and practices structure and reproduce health inequities that
derive from injustices associated with the SDH2.

Over the next 6 week we will be looking at structural inequalities specific to LGBT communities
as they intersect with the York Model of social determinants of health (SDH), the model most
commonly used in UBC’s Medical curriculum and because of its emphasis on the Canadian
context. We recognize and acknowledge the limitations of language used to describe the SDH.
For example, although “race” is identified as a SDH in the York model, it is not race but racism
and racialization that affect the SDH of individuals and communities. Similarly, Aboriginal
status is not a SDH; rather, the effects of colonization are the SDH. In addition to these
limitations it should also be noted that while gender is included in the SDH, sexual orientation
is not.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 CSDH	(2008).	Closing	the	gap	in	a	generation:	health	equity	through	action	on	the	social	determinants	of		health.	Final	Report	of	the	Commission	on	Social	
Determinants	of	Health.	Geneva,	World	Health	Organization.	
2		Hofrichter,	R.	(Eds.).	(2003).	Health	and	social	justice:	Politics,	ideology,	and	inequity	in	the	distribution	of	disease.	San	Francisco,	CA:	John	Wiley	&	Sons,	Inc.



Learning	Objectives	
At	the	end	of	the	module,	learners	should	be	able	to:
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Understand	the	correlation	between	the	social	determinants	of	
health	and	LGBT	health	disparities

Begin	to	develop	an	awareness	of	the	unique	health	care	needs	of	
LGBT	peoples

Understand	the	differences	between	sexual	orientation,	sexual	identity,	
sexual	behavior,	and	the	ways	in	which	these	terms	are	conflated	to	the	
detriment	of	LGBT	health	care.



Readings:

Weekly	Discussion	
Question		 How	might	you	account	for	issues	of	health	equity	in	your	own	learning		when	

these	issues	are	not	directly	addressed	in	the	larger	curriculum?
à
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The	Intersection	of	
Multiple	Identities

Types	of	identity:

Sex,	Gender
Age
Socioeconomic,	class
Sexual	orientation
Race/ethnicity
Disability

Cultural
Religious
Linguistic
Territorial,	geographical
Indigenous,	settler

Lesbian

Below is a depiction of the intersecting identities for an African-
Canadian lesbian who is an older adult and living in a rural area.

Rural

African	American	

Older	Adult	

Adapted	from	:	J	Rummens,	“Conceptualizing	Identity	and	Diversity:	Overlaps,	Intersections,	and	Processes,”	
Canadian	Ethnic	Studies,	35,	3,	(2003):	10-25	



Watch:

Claire	Pomeroy,	UC		Davis:	On	the	Social	Determinants	of	Health	

LGBT+		Homelessness

Resisting	Stigma:	The	Impacts	Of	Stigma	On	Indigenous	Sexual	Health.	Presented	at	the	Gay	
Men's	Health	Summit,	Vancouver,	Canada

Read:

CNN:	LGBT	people	in	rural	areas	struggle	to	find	good	medical	care



Thinking	Point

From	health	care	access,	to	provider	bias	and	discrimination	and	misinformation,	to	
the	lack	of	information	made	available	for,	and	targeted	to	LGBT	communities,	
through	to	insurance	there	are	any	number	of	social,	cultural	and	institutional	
barriers	to	LGBT	well-being.		The	key	point	to	remember	is	that	as	a	health	care	
professional	you	have	the	ability	to	overcome	and	address	the	bias,	discriminatory	
behaviors	and	cultural	stereotypes	that	negatively	impact	LGBT	health	care	services.			
As	medical	students,	you	can	begin	to	examine	any	bias	and	preconceived	
understandings	you	may	have	in	order	to	develop	a	culturally	competent	
understanding	of	health	care	services	and	a	preventative	care	model	that	reduces	
negative	health	outcomes	in	LGBT	communities.


